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To lengthen:  Pick up the bobbin and hold it so that the head is to 

your left and the spangle is to your right.  Roll/turn the bobbin 

toward yourself. 

To shorten:  Pick up the bobbin in your right hand.  With your left 

hand, insert a pin in the loop between the head of the bobbin and 

the thread and loosen the loop.  Roll/turn the bobbin counter-

clockwise. 

Bobbin Lace 101 

Lacemaking beaver from The Hunting of the Snark 

Bobbin Lace Stitches 

C = Cross 

T = Twist 

. = Pin 

Cloth Stitch CTC 

Half Stitch CT 

Whole Stitch CTCT 

Torchon Ground  CT.CT 

Dieppe Ground  CT.CTT 

Introduction 

Welcome to bobbin lacemaking!  Bobbin lace is an art form that originated in 15th cen-

tury Europe.  Today, hobbyists around the world continue the tradition.  Bobbin lace is a 

type of off-loom weaving.  We use bobbins to manipulate the thread and to keep ten-

sion on the work.  As it is made, the lace is secured to a pillow with pins to provide 

structure and support.  There are many different styles of bobbin lace with widely dif-

fering appearances.  Today we will begin to learn Torchon lacemaking.  Torchon is a 

coarse, strong, continuous, grounded lace characterized by geometric patterns, and it is 

usually worked on a 45° grid.  It was used by the middle class for edgings and insertions. 

The Two Elements of a Bobbin Lace Stitch 

Cross Bobbin 2 over Bobbin 3 

 Left over Right 

 

 

 

 

 

Twist Bobbin 2 over Bobbin 1 : Bobbin 4 over Bobbin 3 

 Right over Left 

Passives vs. Workers 

Passives = warp threads—many pairs—hanging down 

Workers = weft threads—moving across 

Adapted from The Bobbin Lace Manual / Geraldine Stott, pg. 14 

Passives 

Workers 

Head 

Neck 

Spangle 

Put the vertical 
part of the P in 
front of the head 

Wind the loop of the P around the 
top of the head twice.  Wind away 
from yourself.   

Pinch the hitch gently with your 
left hand to hold it on the bobbin, 
and pull the descending thread 
with your right hand to tighten it 
around the head of the bobbin. 

Make a letter P 
with the thread 

Midlands Bobbin 

Winkie Pin in Cloth Stitch 

1. CTC 

2. TT (Twist workers only twice) 

3. Pin under workers 

4. CTC 

Sewing Edge in Cloth Stitch 

1. CTC 
2. TT (Twist workers only twice) 
3. Pin under both pairs 
4. CTC with the outside pair 
5. TT (Twist both pairs twice) 
6. Leave the outside pair 
7. Use the new workers to CTC  
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Diagram Diagram 



Five Rivers Bobbin Lacemakers 

Make lace, have fun, and advance the knowledge of bobbin lacemaking 

Paid dues entitles one to a membership folder and its contents 

(e.g. photocopies patterns, etc.), a monthly newsletter mailed to 

their address, invitations to group demonstrations, workshops, 

social events, & business meetings, and a vote at the general busi-

ness meetings.  Members earn a lace and cross-stitch name badge 

after six months of membership or participation in three shows. 

Questions?  Contact Mike Hrotic, our Head Coordinator at  

724-601-4240 or info@fiveriversbobbinlace.org 

To join 

Make checks out to: Five Rivers Bobbin Lacemakers 

Amount:  $20.00 

Mail to:   Mary Kay Lemak , Treasurer 

   105 Elm Lane 

   Moon Township, PA 15108 

   412-877-5686 

   info@fiveriversbobbinlace.org 

Membership is limited to those 18 years of age and older.    

The fiscal year is January through December.  Dues are payable by the last day of 

February of each year, but you may join any time.  There is no pro-rating of dues, 

so if you join now, membership benefits will extend through December of this 

year. 

Supplies 

What do I need …  

Lacemaking pillow (20-24” ethafoam cookie) 

Covered with dark 100% cotton  

Bobbins (24-36 Midlands or Continental) 

For spangles— #24 wire & glass or ceramic beads 

Pins  

Heavier thread—sewing pins or 26 x .65mm, 1” 

Finer thread—26 x .55mm, 1" gold brass 

Thread (varies by lace pattern) 

Cloths 

Worker cloth—dark 100% cotton w. selvage edge 

Cover cloth—to cover pillow when not in use 

Corsage pins 

Pin Vise / Pricker 

Cork or Styrofoam pattern pricking surface 

Pricking Card (heavy weight blue cardstock) 

and where do I get it? 

Van Sciver Bobbin Lace 

http://www.vansciverbobbinlace.com 

Bobbins by Van-Dieren 

http://www.bobbinmaker.com/ 

Lacy Susan 

http://www.lacysusan.com/ 

Rules & Reminders 

Work from the furthest point away towards yourself (top-down).  Work downwards on the diagonal.  Don’t work uphill. 

Watch your threads up near the pins; don’t watch your bobbins. 

Keep your threads the same length & pet your bobbins occasionally to improve tension. 

Your threads should be approximately as long as your bobbins.  If they’re too short, unwind. 

To tension, gently pull/jiggle the workers while gently pulling the passives, one pair at a time. 

Notes 
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Online 
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